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BOOK REVIEW
THE LIVERPooL TRACTATE, AN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY MANUAL
ON THE PROCEDURE OF THE HOUSE OF COMUONS. Edited, an in-
troduction, by Catherine Strateman. New York. Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 1937. Pp. 105.
In the literature on the English Constitution there are many
accounts on the procedure of Parliament, particularly the House
of Commons. The seventeenth and nineteenth centuries especially
provide us with this type of information while for the eighteenth
century there is a dearth of such manuscript material. There is,
however, in the British Museum a manuscript of one hundred and
twenty-eight pages known as Volume 267 of the Liverpool Papers,
which describes at length procedure in the House of Commons.
The account was written about 1763 and apparently has never
been printed before. Miss Strateman incorporates this account,
with a critical introduction, in the present volume, and designates
it the Liverpool Tractate.
Since the author of the Liverpool Tractate is not known Miss
Strateman pursued the truly historical method to determine the
authorship and when this apparently failed Miss Strateman leaves
the matter to her reader or to additional evidence which may
come to light in the future. On the basis of all available evidence,
however, it appears possible that George Grenville, in 1763, first
lord of the treasury and chancellor of the exchequer, may be the
author of the T~actate.
In spite of Aoubts as to the authorship of the manuscript it is
obviously genuine and bears evidence that the author was a keen
observer of parliamentary procedure. Little can be said as to the
sources used in preparing the manuscript since the chief source
seems to have been the author's own observations, perhaps as a
member of the Commons. Some reference is also made to the
Journals of the House and two seventeenth century tractates,
those by Hakewill and Scobell.
The contents of the Liverpool Tractate revolve around pro-
cedure on the passing of both public and private bills, the intro-
duction and disposition of petitions, the functions of parliamentary
committees, the voting of supply bills, and the means of deter-
mining the sentiment of the members of the House on various
questions. Matters of lesser importance also discussed are in-
structions to committees in considering bills, procedure on bills
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from Ireland, patents, and nationalization, the status of resolutions
once having come to a vote in the Commons, the. admission of evi-
dence, the use of counsel in a dispute, and the functions of confer-
ences between the Lords and Commons.
This book should prove valuable to anyone interested in parlia-
mentary procedure, from both the practical and the historical point
of view. The worth of the Liverpool Tractate is increased by the
fact that no earlier eighteenth century description of procedure in
the Commons is known and it fills a gap between George Petyt's
Lex Parliamentarid written in 1690 and John Hatsell's Precedents
of Proceedings in the House of Commons, published in 1776.
It is significant that the Liverpool Tractate shows that pro-
cedure in the Commons in the eighteenth century had changed but
little from the previous century as evidenced by writings from
the earlier period. To quote Miss Strateman, Commons procedure
by this time was "no longer a matter of legal curiosity but a sub-
ject of practical importance." Improvement, however, had been
made in the procedure on finance bills, and the committee of the
whole house appeared to have gained in importance. Incidental
remarks found in the Liverpool Tractate on the procedure in Com-
mittees throw considerable light on the rather irregular and even
rowdy conduct which often characterized their meetings.
Students of the English Parliament will be especially grateful
to Miss Strateman for making available to them this important
and interesting description of how the House of Commons func-
tioned in the eighteenth century.
CARL M. FisuRx.
West Virginia University,
Morgantown, West Virginia.
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A Ready Reference to Judicial Opinion ---
on the Problem of Patentable Invention
INVENTION
AND THE LA W
BY
HARRY AUBREY TOULMIN, Jr.
J. D., Litt. D., LL. D.
of the Ohio Bar
Member of the Bar of the Supreme Court of the United States
INVENTION AND THE LAW makes at once avail-
able to the user-
a) Statements of the Rules of Seven Hundred Cases
used in determining what is Invention or what is
not Invention, based upon pronouncements -of the
United States Supreme Court;
b) Pertinent extracts from that Court's opinions;
c) A reference to the leading cases of the United States
Circuit Courts of Appeal and the English Courts.
"Veritable repository of usable quotations . . .Novel arrangement can-
not fail to be useful in the conduct of litigation.' '-Boston University
Law Beview.
" IA reference to abundant authority.' '-University of Pennsylvania Law
Beview.
"Method of approach is peculiarly helpful in dealing with the subject
of invention. '--Commercial Law Journal.
"Interesting and instructive reading.' '-Notre Dame Lawyer.
"Bound to be a useful thing ... on the counsel table when a patent
case is going on."-American Bar Association Journal.\
We will be pleased to send you INVENTION
AND THE LAW for five-day free examination.
347.pages 6 x 9 inches, bound in cloth $5.00 post-
paid.
PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
Dept. IP-37 NFW YORK, N. Y.70 F IFTH AVE.
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